FREE PRINTABLE: Top 7 FREE Affiliate
Companies to Sign Up for Right Now
When you click on a link in (almost!) any blog, there’s a good chance that link is an affiliate
link. What this means is that that blogger is making a small commission when you buy
through that link.
For someone looking to start and monetize a blog, affiliate links will be your best friend for
starting to earn some money. Below, I’ve listed my 7 favorite free affiliate companies that
you can sign up for right now (and included the signup link for each one!)

1. Amazon
Although the Amazon cookie only lasts for 24 hours, it’s still a fantastic cookie to set. The
reason is that anything can (and is) purchased on Amazon millions of times per day, so you
want to get a cut of that if you can. You can see a list of commissions in the Amazon
affiliate program here. They can change at anytime.

2. ShareaSale
On Shareasale you’ll find smaller companies. Jane.com, Groopdealz, Proozy for example.
These are all on ShareaSale.

3. Commission Junction
Commission Junction has a ton of retailers to link to, big and small.

4. Linkshare
Are you a frequent Walmart shopper, or a big fan of their deals? Linkshare is the affiliate
company that has Walmart.

5. Impact Radius
Impact Radius houses Target, Stitch Fix and other retailers of all sizes

6. Awin
Awin has a good mix of big and small retailers

7. ShopHer Media
ShopHer Media offers most programs on a flat rate basis. This means that if you sign up
and refer a product that is being promoted through ShopHer Media, you’ll receive up to
$125 per lead.
In the ShopHer portal there are several niche specific offers so this is a great affiliate to
join.
Ready to get to work? For a step-by-step guide on how to join Amazon’s affiliate program, how to
leverage all of these partnerships properly, and how to make serious money by including
affiliate links on your blog, check out my course, Grow. Share. Earn. - How to Start a Profitable
Recipe Blog in 6 Weeks or Less.
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